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Binary Defense is
proud to be joining
Trust X Alliance.
Please join the Trust X Alliance community in welcoming our newest manufacturer sponsor: Binary Defense, a
cybersecurity provider based in Cleveland, Ohio. As part of the Trust X Alliance, Binary Defense can partner with
members to help them strengthen their security offerings and protect their customers with the comprehensive
Binary Defense Managed Detection and Response (MDR) security solution. The solution goes beyond
antivirus and delivers:
•

Advanced detection for laptops, desktops and servers

•

Deception technology, such as honeypots

•

24/7 event monitoring

•

Real-time evaluation of threat behavior by trained analysts

•

Lightweight and easy deployment

•

Expert support

Wondering what the Binary Defense Managed Detection and Response (MDR) can do for your end users?
In a recent real-life example, when Baker McMillen, a precision wood products manufacturer without a large internal
IT staff, experienced a recent ransomware attack, it turned to Binary Defense for help. Without adding costly hardware,
resource-intensive software or additional emergency personnel, the company’s IT manager was able to install the MDR
nano agents the same day on all of the desktops, laptops and servers. This new level of security enabled Baker McMillen
to resume operations in less than 24 hours, while Binary Defense monitored network endpoints around the clock for
additional security threats.
The Binary Defense security operations center (SOC-as-a-service) was even able to detect and remove hidden malicious
software the hackers had planted—evading a secondary attack that could have proved disastrous. Armed with the
Binary Defense solution, Baker McMillen now has the ability to quickly identify suspicious behaviors and take proactive
measures to keep the company’s IT infrastructure protected.

Take advantage
of special Trust X
Alliance incentives
and get 10% off
all Binary Defense
sales registered
within 45 days.

The benefits of Trust X Alliance
As a Trust X Alliance member, you don’t just have access to the Binary
Defense solution—you’re also eligible for special support to help sell and
deploy it to your customers. If you have a security opportunity, contact:
Abbey Valentine-Milko
Channel Sales Manager
(800) 246-2792, ext. 1146
abbey.valentine@binarydefense.com
binarydefense.com
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